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suitable9. D an 10. C themThe Government of China has already

made great efforts to organize people to improve the environment in

the light of local conditions. We have to redouble our efforts to

further raise people’s awareness of the environment. Mass media

are needed to further publicize environmental policies, further

spread knowledge about the environment, and mobilize the public

to participate actively in environmental protection.The Advantages

and Disadvantages of E-mailE-mail is getting more and more

popular due to the rapid development of computer. E-mail has

entered many families and offices, and come to almost every student

and teacher in universities, and almost every government officer.

Nevertheless, every coin has two sides and so does the E-mail.On

one hand, E-mail is popular now because it has its own advantages.

First of all, it is fast. Within a few seconds, your message will reach its



destination. Besides, it is also very cheap. It costs you only a few Fen

to deliver an E-mail.On the other hand, it also has some

disadvantages. For one thing, if a computer is broken down or

affected by virus, the message will be delayed or damaged. For

another, the message is likely to be discovered by those who are not

expected to read it. Weighing the merits and the defects of the

E-mail, I am inclined to believe that the E-mail will have a bright

future, and it will be more popular. TapescriptSection A1. M: How

quickly technology changes! So many people have a computer in

their home nowadays. W: I know. I feel so behind the time. Q: What

does the woman mean?2. W: This spring weather is perfect for

playing tennis. M: Unfortunately the only time I get to enjoy it is

when I’m walking to class or to the library. Q: What does the man

imply?3. M: Let me see. I have printed my family name, first name,

date of birth, and address. anything else?W: No. that’s right. We

’ll fill in the rest of it if you’ll just sign your name at the bottom.Q:

What does the man do?4. W: I often mistake Jim for Bob. Can you

tell them apart? M: No, they look so much alike that they even

confused their mother sometimes when they were young. Q: What

’s the most probable relationship between Jim and Bob?5. W:

Nobody told me that Bill was in the hospital. M: Sorry. I meant to

give you a call when I found out, but it slipped my mind. Q: Why

did the man apologize to the woman?6. M: I don’t know if I will be

able to hand in my economics paper on time. W: Haven’t you

heard that the professor gave us another week? Q: Where did this

conversation most probable take place? 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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